
Cyclone Aila Relief - Conference call minutes June 07, 2009

Call Attendees 

Padmanava, Senthil ATL 
Abhyuday, Athens 
Aparajita : Seattle
Pawan: NYC/NJ
Subodh: Twin Cities, MN
Vinod: Silicon Valley 
Shankar Sadasivam, UIUC
Srikanth, Dallas
Sirish, DC

Supported Projects in cyclone affected region

Mukti supported by NYC/NJ, Yale
Baikunthapur Tarun Sangha (BTS) supported by DC, Cornell
Kaorakhali Jana Seva Ashram Schools (KJSA) by Twin Cities, MN
Champa Mahila Society (CMS) supported by Seattle [Aparajita sent  the CMS proposal after June 3rd

meeting]

Agenda: 

� Status update 

� Discuss the feasibility of using Asha General funds

� Discuss the feasibility of using leftover Tsunami funds 

Proposal Page: 

http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=1026

Quick Recap: 

Mukti and BTS are joining hands in face of this natural disaster. They are trying to provide emergency
relief and rehabilitate 1% of affected population (approx 25,000 people; direct help to more than 4000
families) in two phases. For phase 1 (relief for the first few weeks) the Mukti and BTS submitted a
proposal for 57,000$.  AID has provided Mutki/BTS with 21,000$. They are looking to Asha for the
remaining 36,000$. A number of chapters had pledged support for this proposal in the last conference
call. 
According to Mukti /BTS the initial funds allocated by AID is almost used up. They are going through
phase I in some areas and phase I-II transition in most areas and funds will be used for phase I & II as
demanded by situations. Proposals are already submitted for both the phases as well as for long-term
rehabilitation.



Update on Pledges (as of June 8th, 2009):

Approved 

� NYCNJ has approved $5000

� Atlanta has approved $3100

� Portland has approved $3000

� Dallas has approved $1000

� Athens has approved $300

� Cornell has approved $1000 

� Univ of Florida has approved $1000 

� DC approved $3000

Pending 

� Yale decision pending on $1000

� Ann-Arbor may support in long term Rehabilitation

� Minnesota and Seattle are raising funds to support their active projects (KJSA and
CMS respectively)

June 07, 2009 call update: 

Updates from project partners (NGOs) on ground: 

� Seattle has received a proposal from their project partner CMS for 6500$.

� MN has not received a proposal from KJSA for 7000$. 

� Government funds are not reaching everyone. Funds may take more than a month to reach all
the affected people.  Bureaucracy is  slowing down the entire  process.  Local  politics might
influence the amount of aid received. Government aid is mostly in the form of food so far. 

� Update from CMS:  Govt relief was provided in the form of tarpaulin,  gas cylinders, clean
water. Relief provided is very less and reached only the periphery of affected areas. CMS has
given  detailed  numbers  and  is  available  on  http://www.ashanet.org/projects/document-
view.php?id=9072

� According to BTS-Mukti government relief has been mostly in the form of food in areas where
they serve. It looks like broader government relief has reached the periphery of affected areas
but only food has reached the remote / interior places. 

� Trinita supported by Atlanta has not requested any support but is encouraging Atlanta to help
other affected NGOs

� Mukti-BTS has started � Work for Food program� for embankments, clean water projects with
IIT KGP,  providing  phase  I  and  phase  II  relief  supports  to  44  villages  depending on  the
situation. Also, they approached for long-term rehabilitation (building huts for affected people).

Funds:

� AID has approved and sent  21,000$ (reached them on 1st /2nd June 09) in emergency relief.



They are trying to raise that money and have succeeded in raising around 7000$ so far.  No
further disbursal is expected from AID as of now to Mukti-BTS. AID has approved another
$21K for other projects in affected areas.

� Vibha has sent $6.5K for an independent project with BTS-Mukti.

Questions and concerns 

� Local NGOs such Mukti, BTS are trying to fill gaps in government relief. They use their own
survey reports to reach people in need. Detailed survey reports are available in the project page. 

� It  was generally  agreed  that  funds  disbursal  can  not  wait  until  site  visit  is  done  by  Asha
volunteers. Site visits should be to be done in future rehab phase (Phase 2 & 3). Currently we
are relying on site visits by local NGO partners and AID. 

� Does BTS/Mukti have the necessary bandwidth to support such a huge relief effort? 
BTS / Mukti have currently 100 � 200 volunteers. They are trying to target 4000 families.  They
are not trying to be too ambitious. They are working in 44 villages in 2  - 4 weeks. They are
working in villages within their comfort zone, where they have steadily worked for the past 5- 6
years. 

� What about Government efforts? 
BTS and Mukti have appealed to district magistrate and have tried to get some media attention.
They are trying to complement government efforts. 

General Funds:

� 20,000$ is available if the ARC decision (considering 10% of 600K to be spent for relief efforts
in 3 yrs) is expedited and confirmed. 

� To tap into General  funds  ARC proposal  is  needed. The proposal  should include name of
volunteers,  ground  teams,  etc  and  should  be  sent  to  the  ARC  representative.  The  ARC
representative will send it to chapters for voting.  The ARC team can vote or send it to the
president for executive decision.  

� ARC team comprises of 57 people (52 representatives (one per chapter) + Board of Directors).
The process can be expedited by contacting directly ARC representatives and get the polling
done in 2-3 weeks.

� No ARC poll is setup. Since we need a ranking system, the polling is offline (not on the yahoo
group)

Tsunami Funds 

� Approximately $28,000 is available.

� No one objected to Tsunami funds being used for cyclone relief.

� AID reportedly has 500,000$ in  unused Tsuanmi funds. Sirish/Padmanava will get  in touch
with Somnath Mukherji (AID contact) to ascertain the facts  (Sirish already sent an email on
06/08/07 and they are following up). 

� Seattle has approved the proposal from CMS. They are looking to the central pool to fund their
project as they are short on funds. Seattle has started a fundraising effort. 

� The fund distribution is proposed to be in proportion to the remaining budget from the project
partners  or  giving  100%  amount  to  the  smaller  budget  proposals.  However,  an  executive
committee decision will be taken on the distribution.



� Padmanava will take the lead in working on the ARC proposal to be submitted to Srikanth
(ARC  team)  and  Sabita  (Asha  president)  requesting  an  executive  decision  (in  1-2  days
timeframe). [Sabita already sent to asha-coordiantion on 06/08/09 ]

� Sidhamma (Asha fellow in Tamilnadu) has some unused Tsunami funds. Vinod will followup
on the exact amount and the feasibility of transferring funds to BTS/mukti

Other action items:

� Prepare a comparison between Bihar relief efforts (Kosi floods) and cyclone aila

� All  chapters  are  requested  to  put  their  proposal  on  1026  project  page.
http://www.ashanet.org/projects/project-view.php?p=1026

� ARC team will come up with a procedure for disaster relief and a separate Disaster relief fund. 

� Cyclone Aila team will collect survey reports and monitor the overall progress.

Take home messages: 

� A project  featuring in  WAH is  not  a  benchmark. Chapters  need to  show  due diligence in
evaluating proposals from all project partners. 

� Each funding chapter is responsible for monitoring progress and project review. 


